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The Graduation Ceremony at The GeeKay World School was a spectacular occasion that 
brought together years of arduous study, development, and shared experiences.

The signature event ' Buddy Day' of TGWS was organised successfully on 27th January, 2024.

A grand multifaceted event - Student Led Conference, Primary School Summit, Club Fest, and 
Art Expo was designed to showcase the teamwork, creativity, and collaboration of young 
TGWians on 23rd February, 2024.
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Graduation Day G12
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On 3rd February, 2024, The Graduation Ceremony at The GeeKay World School was a spectacular occasion 
that brought together years of arduous study, development, and shared experiences. There was a sense 
of accomplishment and nostalgia in the air as the TGWians got together for the much-awaited Graduation 
Ceremony. Our Managing Director, Mr. Vinod Gandhi, Head of School, Mr. Ramkumar, our Coordinators, 
Facilitators, Parents, and Admin Heads were all present to make this day a memorable one.
Ms. Sharon, English Facilitator, Cambridge, welcomed the gathering. This was followed by the grand entry 
of the graduands in their graduation attire.
Mr. Vinod Gandhi, our Managing Director felicitated all the young graduands with certificates and 
mementos. The moment each graduate crossed the stage to accept their Scroll and Awards was surely 
the high point of the event. An atmosphere of joy and accomplishment was created by the cheers of the 
audience. It marked the symbolic turn of one chapter in their life into another, full of opportunities and 
experiences to come.
Mr. Ramkumar, administered the Oath to the young graduands, and the official declaration of graduation 
was made by our Managing Director, Mr. Vinod Gandhi.
Being reflective is one of the most remarkable attributes that our TGWians will never forget. The graduates 
queued up for their reflections on their journey with TGWS. Adding to this we also had parents on the 
stage for their reflection on the awesome expedition they had as parents. The event came to a close with 
Ms. Lakshmi, Facilitator, Business Studies proposing the vote of thanks which was followed by the National 
Anthem.
 Congratulations young graduates and best wishes to the class of 2024.
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Buddy Day
Buddy Day, The GeeKay World School's signature event was organised on the 27th of January, 2024 in our school 
premises. This event is specially designed for our students to give them a day to bring in their friends, or "Buddies" 
for a day to our school to let them experience an informational and fun-filled day with their buddies. The buddies 
also got a chance to witness the state-of-the-art facilities that cater to the overall development of a child in 
scholastic and co-scholastic activities.
The Buddy Day started with the student's arrival at school with their buddies from 8:40 A.M. They were then 
engaged in ice-breaking activities conducted by the facilitators to make them feel comfortable in the new 
environment. Following this, the buddies along with their TGWS friends moved for a photo session. Activities were 
planned for them to get a feel of the playgrounds, swimming pool, and skating rink. They also actively participated 
in art workshops to create photo frames for the photographs that they clicked with their buddies to carry home as 
souvenirs to remind them of the wonderful and exciting day they spent in The GeeKay World School!
It was a remarkable experience for TGWS students and their buddies.
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 Student Led Conference, Primary School 
Summit, Club Fest & Art Expo
On 23 February, 2024, The GeeKay World School organized a grand multifaceted event - Student Led 
Conference (Kindergarten), Primary School Summit, Club Fest & Art Expo which was designed to showcase 
the collaboration, knowledge, creativity, teamwork, and learning achievements of our young TGWians.
Club Fest & Art Expo Day was a vibrant and energetic event that brought together students from various 
classes to explore and engage with the diverse array of clubs offered by our school. Club Fest& Art Expo 
showcased the rich tapestry of interests, talents, and artists among our student body and made the day 
scintillating.
Our Managing Director, Mr. Vinod Gandhi, and Our Head of School, Mr. Ramkumar visited the event 
lending ears with all patience to every student providing a way how to keep kids motivated and move to 
the next level. Primary Summit ranging from Grade 1 to Grade 5 possessed all the learnings they did right 
from the start of the year holding all subjects was simply spectacular.
Student-led Conference was a unique experience for parents of Kindergarten as each child of Kindergarten 
independently took their parents to a guided tour of various activities that they were exposed to 
throughout the year.

 Art is not what you see, but what you make others see - Righty said and a proven fact by our TGWians 
commencing from Kindergarteners to Grade 12 was displayed artistically and was commendable.
 The Club Fest had a complete display of children’s talents and achievements. Each Club booth was a hub of 
creativity and enthusiasm, drawing in curious students eager to learn more. Throughout the day, students 
were treated to captivating performances by several clubs, including Writer’s Club, Science Club, Robotics 
Club, Coding Club, and Abacus Club. These performances added an extra layer of excitement to the event. 
Interactive Activities, Networking opportunities, Informative sessions - the day was a resounding success, 
bringing together students from various grades to celebrate their interests, passions, and talents. As we 
reflect on the event's achievements, we look forward to the continued growth and vibrancy of our campus 
community, fuelled by the spirit of collaboration, exploration, and unity.
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Stars of the month

          Dakshan S - K1 Kiwi

            Kayal V  - K2 Kiwi                     Janaviselva V- K2 Litchi

    Mariyam Izreen I - K3 Kiwi                Shivaguru S - K3 Litchi
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February has been a whirlwind of creativity with our vibrant pink theme! Let’s dive into the fantastic creations 
of our talented little ones:
K1 Kiwi: Our K1 kids embarked on a colourful adventure, bringing Dora to life with vibrant hues of pink using 
colour powder. What a sight to behold!
K2 Kiwi: Inspired by the iconic Pink Panther, our K2 Kiwi kids showcased their artistic skills by crafting the 
beloved character using pieces of pink paper which was simply perfect!
K2 Litchi: Our K2 Litchi kids enchanted us with their rendition of unicorns, created by skillfully pasting colourful 
wool. Magical indeed!
K3 Kiwi: Our K3 Kiwi kids added sparkle to our Lotso bear by sprinkling glitter in various shades of pink, creating 
dazzling masterpieces that truly shone bright!
K3 Litchi: Bringing everyone’s favorite piggy to life. Our K3 Litchi kids meticulously crafted Peppa Pig using 
delicate satin ribbon, capturing every detail with finesse!
We are incredibly proud of our little artists for their imaginative and skillful interpretations of pink.
Stay tuned for more colourful adventures ahead!

Colour of the Month - Pink
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Talent hunt show
K1 kids dressed up as fruits & veggies, and paraded with flair, showcasing creativity and charm. K2 kids 
showcased their talent for shake and twirl dance bringing infectious energy, and dazzling the audience 
with vibrant moves. K3 Kids Lit up the stage with electrifying dance, leaving the audience mesmerized by 
their synchronized brilliance.
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Students’ corner

         Sarah Kathleen M - K1 Kiwi

       Thakshinya H - K2 Litchi          Thaman Karthik - K2 Kiwi

            Shastika M - K3 Kiwi           Hemkrish J - K3 Litchi
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Outdoor activity
K1 – HIKE IN THE CAMPUS: Discovering nature trails, and bonding with friends, our little hikers embark 
ed on an exciting journey through our school campus, creating lasting memories and fostering a deeper 
connection to their learning environment!

K3 - NATURE WALK: Sensory Nature Stroll-Touch leaves, smell flowers, and listen to birdsong as our little 
explorers engage their senses in a captivating campus nature walk, fostering a deeper connection with 
the natural world!
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Valentine’s Day Special Activity
Our preschool was abuzz with love and creativity as our K1, K2, and K3 classes celebrated Valentine’s Day 
in their unique ways. K1 kids delighted us with their adorable heart-shaped thumb-printed greeting cards, 
while the K2 showcased their artistic talents with beautifully crafted cards adorned with hearts in hand 
paper craft. Not to be outdone, our K3 amazed us with their vibrant flower bouquet made from crushed 
colour paper.

Our Valentine’s Day celebration was truly a special and love-filled occasion for everyone!
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It’s “Guess the Tool” activity for our K2 kids! They explored the tools of heroes like firefighters with toy hoses 
and extinguishers, doctors with mini stethoscopes and band-aids, and chefs with toy spatulas and dough 
cutters, sparking imaginative play and learning about community helpers with excitement!

Sensory Popcorn Fiesta of K3: Behold the magical pop, inhale buttery allure, and taste the crispy delight as 
K3 kids ignite their senses, transforming popcorn into a symphony of sight, smell, and taste!

 

Indoor Activity 
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SLC
Student - Led Conference is a pre-planned meeting in which students demonstrate their ‘learning’ by 
providing a review of their work for parents. It is a great chance for the parents to witness their children’s 
portfolios in their classroom. Parents were amazed by the enthralling explanations of our Kindergarteners.

We are the leaders!
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Assembly
K3 Litchi Assembly: Seasons - The Kindergarten assembly on seasons was a joyous exploration of nature’s 
cycle. Children learnt about spring’s blossoms, summer’s sunshine, autumn’s falling leaves, and winter’s 
snowy adventures, fostering a deep appreciation for the changing seasons. Through songs, activities, and 
storytelling, the assembly celebrated the beauty and diversity of each time of the year.

Stay tuned for more captivating assemblies and discoveries in the days ahead!
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Teacher Talk
As a Kindergarten teacher at The Geekay World School, I find my role deeply rewarding. Working with 
these young minds is a daily source of joy and inspiration. It’s a journey of discovery, from the first steps 
to the first friendships.
In our vibrant classrooms, we nurture creativity and curiosity, laying the foundation for a lifelong love of 
learning. The bonds formed with these Kindergarteners are heartwarming, and it’s a privilege to guide 
their growth.
The Geekay World School's supportive environment empowers us to adapt our teaching methods to 
meet the unique needs of each child. Every day is an opportunity to unlock potential and cultivate 
young talents.
Kindergarten teaching is not just a job; it’s a calling to shape the future. I eagerly anticipate the countless 
moments of wonder and growth that lie ahead.

Malarvizhi R
-Kindergarten Facilitator

Parent Talk
As the parent of Ashwin P. M, I felt providing quality education is evident at Geekay World School.
The faculty's dedication to academic excellence has fostered a supportive environment resulting in, 
disciplined students who are engaged and eager to learn. The school prioritizes verbal communication 
skills, fostering an environment where students excel in expressing themselves confidently. The 
curriculum places a significant emphasis on developing soft skills and preparing students for real-world 
challenges beyond academics. The school provides ample opportunities for students to showcase their 
unique talents, fostering a culture of creativity and individuality. With good infrastructure in place, 
including modern facilities and well-equipped classrooms, students have a conducive environment for 
learning and growth. The school also offers excellent extracurricular activities, including the English 
and Science Clubs. These clubs provide students with a dynamic platform to blend language skills 
with scientific exploration. The school community is characterized by its warmth and approachability, 
making it easy for students to connect with teachers and peers alike.

-Mrs. P. Maheshwari Periyandavar
- Parent of Ashwin G7
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Date Day Event

1.3.24 Friday Colour of the Month - Brown

2.3.24 Saturday HPTM

6.3.24 Wednesday Field Trip K1 - Visit to Departmental Store

8.3.24 Friday International Women’s Day

11.3.24 -14.3.24 Monday - Thursday Evaluation - 3

15.3.24 Friday Field Trip K3 - Visit to Museum

20.3.24 Wednesday TALENT HUNT SHOW
K1 - Singing Idol

K2 & K3 - Fashion Parade
23.3.24 Saturday Graduation  and Achivers Day

25.3.24 Monday Holi Celebration

25.3.24 Monday School Cinema
K1 - Melody Mayhem
K2 - Melody Mayhem

K3 - Zing or Swim
26.3.24 Tuesday Resource Parent

K1 - Fruits and Vegetables
K2 - Community Helpers

K3 - Technology 
27.3.24 Wednesday Indoor / Outdoor Activity  

K1 - Fruits & Vegetables Carving
K2- Spot the Community Helpers

K3 - Speak Over String
28.3.24 Thursday 3rd PTM and Last Working Day 

MONTHLY PLANNER    
  MARCH - 2024
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